
synonyms and  

confusable words 



Common synonym pairs 

The (a) and (b) words in each pair in the table 
have similar meanings. Sometimes either 
word can be used in a sentence to give the 
same meaning, but in the following 
collocations ONLY one word is possible. 



synonyms (a) example (b) example 

(a) Close 
(b) Shut  

(a) Start 
(b) Begin  

(a) Big  
(b) Large  

(a) End  
(b) Finish  



synonyms (a) example (b) example 

(a) Close 
(b) Shut  

The chairman closed the meeting 
at 4.30. 
(we close meetings/ 
discussions/conferences) 

She was very rude. She said ‘Shut your 
mouth! (impolite way of telling 
someone to not speak). A dentist 
might ask you to close your mouth. 
Shut is generally more informal. 

(a) Start 
(b) Begin  

It was  a cold morning and I could 
not start my car.  
(start NOT  begin is used for 
engines and vechicles. 

Before the universe began, time and 
space did not exist.  
(Begin is preferred in more formal 
abstract contexts) 

(a) Big  
(b) Large  

It was  a big decision to make. 
There were some big problems to 
solve. 

I wanted the sweater in the large size 
but they only had medium.  

(a) End  
(b) Finish  

The film ended with the hero 
dying. They ended their 
relationship a year ago. (End here 
means decide to stop) 

I haven’t finished my homework yet. 
(Finish here means complete) 



Groups of words with similar meanings 

Words meaning ‘old’ 

• I met an old friend the other day.  

• It’s a very old building. 

• She studied ancient history 

• In ancient times, life was very hard. 

• This shop sells antique furniture. 

• She collects antique jewellery. 

• I helped an elderly person who was trying to 
cross the road.  



Words meaning ‘with no one or nothing 
else or with nothing similar’ 

• Donna is a single parent; it’s difficult for her to work full time. 

• He lives in a very lonely place/spot up in the mountains. 

• At first I felt desperately lonely when I moved from the 
countryside to London.  

• There was just one solitary figure on the otherwise deserted 
beach.  

• She was the sole survivor of the crash. 

• I am an only child; sometimes I wonder what it would be like 
to have a brother or sister. 

• This is a unique occasion, with three Prime Ministers all 
together in the same room. 



Synonyms  (a) example (b) example 

(a) Charge 
(b) Load  

(a) Injure  
(b) Damage  

(a) Grow  
(b) Raise  



Synonyms  (a) example (b) example 

(a) Charge 
(b) load 

I need to charge my phone. 
(used for batteries, electrical 
items 

The loaded the lorry and drove 
away.  
(used for cargoes, lorries, vans, 
ships etc. and weapons) 

(a) Injure  
(b) damage 

Three injured people were taken 
to hospital after the accident. 
(collocates with words to do with 
people) 

The shop tried to sell me a 
damaged sofa but  I noticed it just 
in time. 
(collocates with words for things) 

(a) Grow  
(b) Raise  

In the south the farmers grow 
crops. 
(collocates with crops, plants) 

In the north the farmers mostly 
raise cattle.  
(collocates with animals, children) 



Correct these sentences  



Answers  



Verb  Collocates with Example  Comments  

Gain  Power, control, access 

Gain (formal) A reputation, publicity, 
recognition, an advantage  

Win  An award, prize, a medal, a 
match 

Win  A battle, a war, an election  

Earn  A salary, money I earn $2110 a month. You earn money by working for it. 

Make  A profit, money The company made a profit last 
year. 

You can make money by investing etc., 
not just by working . 

Achieve  Success, your goals, your 
aims 

Beat/defeat A team, an opponent 



Verb  Collocates with Example  Comments  

Gain  Power, control, access The socialist party gained 
control of the National 
Assembly.  

Gain is often used with abstract nouns 
relating to political authority.  

Gain (formal) A reputation, publicity, 
recognition, an advantage  

Her paintings gained recognition 
thanks to major exhibition in 
New York. 

Gain  is often used with abstract nouns 
that suggest benefit to the ‘gainer’. 

Win  An award, prize, a medal, a 
match 

He won a medal in the 2004 
Olympic Games 

Win is often used in contexts 
associated with competition. 

Win  A battle, a war, an election  The conservative party won the 
1994 General Election. 

Win is often used in contexts 
associated with fighting. 

Earn  A salary, money I earn $2110 a month. You earn money by working for it. 

Make  A profit, money The company made a profit last 
year. 

You can make money by investing etc., 
not just by working . 

Achieve  Success, your goals, your 
aims 

It’s difficult to achieve success in 
international sport. 

Achieve is used mainly with abstract 
nouns. 

Beat/defeat A team, an opponent He defeated his opponent in the 
tennis final. 

You win a match but beat/defeat an 
opponent. 
Defeat is more formal than beat 






